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  Earlier Isn’t Better 

Dear Parent – 
 
Have you been led to believe that unless you give your child the earliest possible start that he or she will fall 
hopelessly behind? Whether we’re talking about academics or athletics (or walking or talking), this idea has 
become deeply ingrained in our society. But the truth is that it’s unhealthy for your child to be prodded to 
complete tasks before he or she is developmentally ready.  

There is a large range of what is “normal” in child development. For example, the average age children learn to 
walk is 12 months – 50% before and 50% after. But the range that is normal for walking is 8-3/4 months all the 
way to 17 months. The same applies for reading. The average age that children learn to read is 6-1/2 – again, 
50% before and 50% after. Still, you’ve probably felt the pressure to teach your child to read as soon as 
possible. Less often reported is that  

• children taught to read at an early age have more vision problems;  

• children taught at age five have more difficulty reading than those taught at age seven; and  

• usually by third grade there’s no real difference in reading levels between those who started reading 
early and those who started later.  

Of course, reading isn’t the only skill children are being asked to acquire early; requirements in all school 
subjects have risen as curriculum is “pushed down” from higher to lower grades. Kindergarten, according to 
a study from the University of Virginia, has become “the new first grade.” And preschool has clearly become 
the new kindergarten. All of this is happening despite the abundance of research demonstrating that hurrying 
children is more detrimental to them than beneficial! 

Childhood is not a dress rehearsal for adulthood, nor is it a race. It is a separate, unique, and very special 
phase of life. And we’re essentially wiping it out of existence due to the misguided belief that earlier is better. 

Here’s my advice: 

• Rest assured that child development cannot be accelerated. Furthermore, there’s no reason to try to 
accelerate it. 

• Recall your own childhood and what you enjoyed most about it. Remember the freedom you had to 
play – and learn – on your own timetable. Trust that this is what’s best for your child as well – because 
this is the process that nature intended. 

• If you worry that your child isn’t advanced as another, reassure yourself that every child is different. 
Moreover, the child who is skilled at sports may not yet be socially or cognitively advanced. The child 
who reads early may for a time struggle with physical coordination. Each domain – cognitive, physical, 
emotional, social – has its own rate of development. 

Playfully yours, 

rae 


